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BT v5

An Enhanced Listening 
Experience
BT V5 technology provides better 
wireless connectivity for an enhanced 
listening experience versus BT V4 – that 
means a steadier signal, greater range, 
and clearer sound. Plus, the earbuds 
automatically pair with your device upon 
withdrawal from the case (after the 
initial but simple pairing set-up) for 
instant sound gratification.

Hassle-Free 
Music Enjoyment

BT Earbuds

SpecificationsFeatures

Blast Plug BP82
·BT V5 technology provides stronger wireless connectivity and easy 

auto-pairing for an enhanced listening experience

·Wire-free earbuds are equipped with auto-power and auto-charge 
functions that react instantly to withdrawal from and insertion into the case

·Water- and sweat-resistant design allows for worry-free listening

·Truly wireless design delivers strong bass with a rich and clear sound

·Less than 1.5 hour charge time provides up to 3.5 hours of playtime, 4.5 
hours of talk time, or 150 hours of standby time

·Magnetic earbuds provide an easy, convenient, and secure closure within 
the case

·LED lights allow you to know when the earbuds and charging case are 
charging or fully charged

·Small and lightweight case is portable-friendly

·Dimensions: Earbuds = 24.0mm x 19.5mm x 24.0mm ; Charging Case = 81.0mm x 36.0mm x 31.5mm

·Weight: Earbuds = 4.6g (each) ; Charging Case = 37.3g

·Color: Black

·BT Version: 5

·BT Profiles: HSP / HFP / A2DP / AVRCP / SPP

·Speaker Sensitivity: 91 ± 3 dB

·Impedance: 16Ω

·Playtime: Up to 3.5 hours

·Talk Time: Up to 4.5 hours

·Standby Time: Up to 150 hours

·Charge Time: Earbuds = 1 ± 0.5 hour ; Charging Case = 1.5 ± 0.5 hour

·Charging Case Battery Capacity: 400mAh

·Certification: CE, FCC-ID, RoHS, NCC, KC

·Warranty: 1 year, 2 years (EU)

Auto-power
Auto-charge

With earbuds that magnetically pull into 
a lightweight case, truly wireless 
functionality, and both auto-power and 
auto-charge functions, it really doesn’t 
get any more convenient than the BP82 
earbuds. Plus, up to 3.5 hours of playtime 
per charge along with a water- and 
sweat-resistant design gives you plenty of 
places and time to enjoy your favorite tunes.
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